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Functional Suncatchers
Lesson time: 20 Minutes         Basic lesson time includes activity only. Introductory and Wrap-Up suggestions can be used to delve deeper when time

allows.

LESSON OVERVIEW
In this lesson, students will make a suncatcher out of string, beads, and a special charm. The students will follow a series of repetitive
steps, then be asked to identify certain sets of “skills” that are duplicated several times. Once those skills are defined, they will be
called from a main program and the whole beautiful process of creation will be recorded on a single sheet of paper. The final program
will be geared toward the entire class, whatever their type of string, beads, and charms. To effectively allow for this, students will
need to “abstract out” the details of their specific materials and create vague terms for an individual’s supplies. This use of generic
placeholders is a wonderful introduction to variables.

TEACHING SUMMARY

Getting Started - 15 minutes
1) Review
2) Vocabulary 
3) See My Suncatcher

Activity: Fun-ctional Suncatchers - 20 minutes
4) Functional Suncatcher Instructions

Wrap-up - 10 minutes
5) Flash Chat - What did we learn?
6) Vocab Shmocab

Assessment - 5 minutes
7) Functional Skills Assessment

LESSON OBJECTIVES
Students will:

Learn to find patterns in processes
Think about an artistic task in a different way
Interpret symbols as they relate to physical manipulatives



TEACHING GUIDE

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND PREP
For the Student

One foot of string, thread, or fishing line per student
2-4 beads per student
2-4 other accessories (buttons, hoops, spacers) per student
One special bead, prism, button, or student-made sun charm per student
Pens, Pencils, & Scissors
One Skills Sheet per group
Fun-ctional Skills Assessment for each student

For the Teacher
Lesson Video
This Teacher Lesson Guide
Print one Skills Sheet per group
Print one Fun-ctional Skills Assessment for each student
Gather a variety of beading supplies as described above. (These can easily be found at craft warehouses, dollar stores, or even
online.)

http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Activity4-FunctionalSuncatchers.pdf
http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Assessment4-FunctionalSkills.pdf
http://youtu.be/VmIcnmPjNgw?list=PL2DhNKNdmOtpGJ79ZYYttiEmc-1Aq8hxm
http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Activity4-FunctionalSuncatchers.pdf
http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Assessment4-FunctionalSkills.pdf


GETTING STARTED (15 MIN)
1) Review
This is a great time to review the last lesson that you went through with your class. We suggest you alternate between asking
questions of the whole class and having students talk about their answers in small groups.

Here are some questions that you can ask in review:

What did we do last time?

What do you wish we had had a chance to do?

Did you think of any questions after the lesson that you want to ask?

What was your favorite part of the last lesson?

2) Vocabulary
This lesson has two new and important words:

Function - Say it with me: Func-shun 
A piece of code that you can easily call over and over again

Variable - Say it with me: Vayr-ee-ah-buhl 
A placeholder for a piece of information that can change

3) See My Suncatcher
Begin by holding up your example suncatcher.

Let the class know that we will be making these today.
Their materials may be slightly different than yours, but the steps will be pretty much the same.

Pointing to your bead, you can tell them that their beads may be shaped differently, or might even be a different color, but you
will use the word “bead” to mean whatever it is that they ended up with.
Similarly, their spacers may be a different size, different texture, or maybe a different material altogether, but you will use the
word “spacer” to refer to those things.
Finally, we will all have a “special charm.” It could be a large bead, a handmade ornament, or even a random item from the
room, but in all cases, we will just call it a “special charm.”
As you share those terms, feel free to write the associated words on the board. If you want to set them equal to the items you
discussed, that works well, also.

Example:

LESSON TIP
Finishing the review by asking about the students' favorite things helps to leave a positive impression of the previous
exercise, increasing excitement for the activity that you are about to introduce.



Bead = “Whatever style, color, or kind of bead that you have been given”

Spacer = “A long item that is not a bead”

Special Charm = “The crystal prism, or large glass sphere”

Now you can move in to discussing how you made your sparkling piece of art.



ACTIVITIES: (20 MIN)
4) Functional Suncatcher Instructions

Show the students an example suncatcher
It’s made to hang from the rearview mirror of a car, but it can also dangle from a window or a backpack zipper.
Let them know that they are going to make these today, and in the process, learn about programs, variables and functions.

Steps:

1) Explain to the class how the suncatcher is made.

"First, I put a bead on the string, then I tied a knot. I put another bead on a string, and tied another knot. Then, I put a
spacer on the string and tied another knot. After that, I did it all again. I put a bead on the string, then I tied a knot. I put
another bead on a string, and tied another knot. Then, I put a spacer on the string and tied another knot. Finally, I put
on the special charm, and tied one last knot."

2) Acknowledge that the routine takes quite a few steps, so you will provide them a sing-songy way to remember the
order.

"Bead, knot, bead, knot, spacer, knot.
(It helps to have a bit of a rhythm with the words as you go through.)
Bead, knot, bead, knot, spacer, knot.
Special charm, final knot.”

3) Indicate that you’re going to write the steps down to this program, so that everyone has the directions in front of them.

Use the provided "Skills Sheet" and begin to write the steps in the "Program" area as the class shouts out instructions.
Write one instruction per line.

1. Bead
2. Knot
3. Bead
4. Knot
5. Spacer
6. Knot

By now, the class should be noticing an issue.
If they don’t, you can lead them to it.

How many instructions do we have left to go through?
How many lines do we have left?
What should we do?

4) Hand out the Skills Sheet to everyone.

http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Activity4-FunctionalSuncatchers.pdf


Point out that there are two “extra” sections where they can combine steps so that you can write one name to call them
all.

For instance, everything that you put into the top section, you can call all at once by calling “Skill 1”; this is a
function.
Challenge the class to fill out their sheet in a way that makes sense and allows them to fit the entire sequence under
the “Program” list in some way.
Give them about five minutes to complete their sheet (more for younger students) then listen to their suggestions.

There will likely be groups that need to have the process explained one-on-one.
Ask them what they would do if they had to repeat the sequence a thousand times or more.

How many different ways did the class fill out the same sheet to make the same suncatcher?



5) Once you have reviewed all of the groups' solutions, hand out supplies to the students.

Point out that different people in the class may have different supplies, and they may all be different than the ones you
used.

Ask if that should stop them from following the program.
Why not?

We can treat the words (Bead, Spacer, Knot, etc.) as "placeholders" for whatever items we are using that fit those
descriptions.
These are called variables

6) Let the students get started on their suncatchers!



WRAP-UP (5 MIN)
5) Flash Chat: What did we learn?

What items did you use that could have been "variable" from person to person?
How important do you think it was to have groups of skills that we could call for this lesson?
What if we had done each set of steps 100 times instead of only twice?
Can you think of anything else that we could group together once and call easily over and over again?

What about the chorus of a song?

6) Vocab Shmocab
Which one of these definitions did we learn a word for today?

"To pull on something suddenly" 
"A piece of code that you can easily call over and over again" 
"Someone who creates something that no one else has ever made"

...and what is the word that we learned?

ASSESSMENT (5 MIN)
7) Functional Skills Assessment

Hand out the assessment worksheet and allow students to complete the activity independently after the instructions have been
well explained.
This should feel familiar, thanks to the previous activities.

LESSON TIP
Flash Chat questions are intended to spark big-picture thinking about how the lesson relates to the greater world and
the students' greater future. Use your knowledge of your classroom to decide if you want to discuss these as a class,
in groups, or with an elbow partner.

http://localhost.code.org:8081/curriculum/course3/4/Assessment4-FunctionalSkills.pdf


This curriculum is available under a Creative Commons License (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) 

If you are interested in licensing Code.org materials for commercial purposes, contact us: https://code.org/contact

EXTENDED LEARNING
Use these activities to enhance student learning. They can be used as outside of class activities or other enrichment.

Functions with Song
Did you know that the same concepts from above can be used to represent several different things?

Try using the Skills Sheet to represent a song, like "Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes."
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